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Abstract

Social networking and content sharing are the two major reasons for the explosion of web 2.0 applications in recent years. Although more people enjoy Internet and multimedia via their cell phones, most of the services for online video sharing are still restricted to traditional PC users. The existing systems of mobile video sharing do not fully utilize the mobility benefits or decently address the performance issues caused by the limitations of network and energy in mobile devices.

In this report, we propose MoViShare (Mobile Video Share), a universal video sharing platform that will provide anytime anywhere video browsing and publishing services for mobile devices. MoViShare targets to create and maintain location-aware mobile social networks, and to apply video abstraction technique for saving bandwidth and energy. We detail the MoViShare design in this report, and demonstrate a prototype design based on Nokia Symbian development kit and N96 smartphones.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its first appearance five years ago, Web2.0 [47] has become one of the favorite topics among people who are related to the Internet in any way. Among all the characteristics of Web2.0, social networking and content sharing, especially the sharing of video resources, are proved to be the most two important features. YouTube, as one of the most successful sites that bring them together, now features over 100 million videos and enjoys 20 million visitors each month. A recent research about YouTube produced Figure 1.1 that shows the increasing number of videos added to YouTube as time goes by [27]. We can see it has a 20% growth rate per month. YouTube’s great achievement lies in the combination of the content-rich videos and, equally or even more importantly, the establishment of a social network. YouTube-like sites have created a video village on the web, where anyone can be a star, from lip-synching teenage girls to skateboarding dogs. With no doubt, they are changing the popular culture.

At the same time, the cyber-world also witnesses the tremendous fast growing of the mobile industry in recent years. By the end of 2008, there were 4.1 billion cell phone subscriptions globally, compared with about 1 billion in 2002 [33][29]. The Internet use by cell phone was more than doubled. An estimated 23% of mobile users on the planet used the Internet in 2008, up from 11% in 2002. Following the trend of Web2.0, in last two or three years, mobile-specific social networks like airG [1] and MocoSpace [13] have started attracting clients worldwide. The market leader, Nokia, has built its own mobile social network, Ovi [15], which has successfully pitched to European operators. These mobile social networking services emphasize the activities people tend to do on their phones, such as chatting, instant messaging, friends locating, and data sharing. Those moves create vibrant
groups for consumers and a new profit center for carriers. Figure 1.2 shows a forecasting from eMarketer [2] that over 800 million people worldwide will be participating in a social network via their mobile phones by 2012, up from 82 million in 2007.

It is interesting to point out that the clients of video sharing sites and that of advanced mobile devices are largely overlapping, with a majority of them belonging to the young generation. Unfortunately, while more and more mobile devices are multimedia-ready (e.g., Nokia N-series, iPhone, etc.), the available video resources for them are quite limited and often bounded to specific network service providers. According to a recent report from Veeker Ltd., only about 50% of U.S. mobile phone subscribers with built-in cameras actually snap photos, not to mention videos [26]. On the other hand, most of the video sharing services are still restricted to traditional Internet users, and only recently have we seen preliminary attempts that explore mobile video sharing, e.g., by YouTube and Veeker. Yet, for video sharing in this context, enormous issues still have to be addressed.

In this project, we design and develop MoViShare (Mobile Video Share), a universal video sharing platform that accommodates mobile accesses. MoViShare will realize anytime anywhere video browsing and publishing services for diverse multimedia-ready mobile devices, e.g., 2G/3G camera phones. It goes beyond to be a customized website for mobile
subscribers within a service provider only, but provides a ubiquitous interface that bridges mobile clients and existing Internet video sharing sites. As such, the abundant video resources available in these sites can be fully utilized, making the system instantly content-rich and up-to-update with a well-built social network. The incorporation of mobile clients also enriches these sites, given that the video contents can now be captured and published anywhere anytime. More importantly, MoViShare will create and maintain location-aware social networks among the clients. It will explore their mobility by effectively utilizing the location information and activating context-sensitive location-aware video browsing and sharing. In addition, to address the issue of bandwidth and energy limitation in mobile industry, every video clip will be abstracted to a small GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) file, which only contains a few key frames and can be displayed on normal web pages. The abstractions are usually representative while their lengths are only 1% to 5% of original video clips. In mobile environment, these unique features will greatly benefit clients when using MoViShare system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background and related work. Chapter 3 states the problems and challenges of such mobile video sharing system. The proposed solutions by MoViShare are described in Chapter 4, following by the design architecture (Chapter 5) and implementation details (Chapter 6). Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the paper and claims the potential future works.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Works

2.1 Internet Video Sharing and Social Networking

Internet services for video sharing have existed long before YouTube-like sites entered the scene. However in recent four or five years, YouTube and its competitors have been growing extremely fast along with the Web 2.0 [47] trend. According to a review from compete.com in 2008, the overall online video market which consists of over 50 sites and sub-domains serving video to US-based visitors, commands 426 million visits on 145 million unique visitors in December 2007 [28]. Table 2.1 represents the top 10 video competitors ranked by US-based visits in December 2007. YouTube, as the most successful case, dominated the field of video contenders with 52.3% market share. The most important factor toward their success is the establishment of social networks among massive video sources and their owners. The videos are no longer stand-alone units or categorized contents as they were in traditional streaming media servers or peer-to-peer downloading systems. Instead, they are hyper-linked to each other based on their owners’ social relationships. This feature highly motivated individuals’ participants. The statistical measurements against social network of YouTube site in [33] further proved the strong correlations between the videos and the users.

Realizing the importance of social networking in video sharing business, we are naturally thinking of the possibility of establishing social networks in mobile mode. Actually, due to the incredibly fast renovation pace in mobile service industry, more and more mobile devices are acting as a "moving PC". They keep getting better performance and richer functionalities nowadays. In other words, we can retrieve equally much, or even more information of social communication from one’s mobile device than his/her personal computer, such as
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December, 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>58,549,750</td>
<td>237,648,150</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>22,329,644</td>
<td>42,412,499</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>17,940,686</td>
<td>38,148,895</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN</td>
<td>16,776,045</td>
<td>33,995,012</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySpace</td>
<td>14,398,198</td>
<td>32,351,147</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veoh.com</td>
<td>6,106,389</td>
<td>15,694,048</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManiaTV.com</td>
<td>3,079,817</td>
<td>8,026,196</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy.com</td>
<td>3,594,414</td>
<td>6,720,730</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break.com</td>
<td>2,726,584</td>
<td>6,375,410</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacafe.com</td>
<td>3,365,198</td>
<td>5,104,333</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The top 10 video competitors (ranked by US-based visits in December 2007)

address book, email list, etc. Moreover, most devices of recent model have been integrated with GPS (Global Positioning System) service [5]. Therefore, a more attractive feature, location-aware social networking, becomes available in mobile area.

2.2 Mobile Video Sharing

Mobile video sharing systems are not new either. As early as May 2006, YouTube started a service that allows users to upload homemade clips via their mobile phones or PDAs [25]. Later in same year YouTube Mobile site (http://m.youtube.com) has been launched to open its video repository to cell phone users. In the early stage there are only very small amount of video clips with specific format can be watched via cell phone. In recent two years, YouTube collaborated with giants of the industry such as Nokia, Verizon, Apple, Vodafone, and extended the mobile video service to 16 other countries outside USA and 10 other languages than English [24]. For example, during the corporation with Apple Inc., they offered a feature in Apple’s products, iTouch and iPhone, that allows user to browse YouTube website through a single click on one icon.

Does it mean that we have already had an ideal mobile video sharing system? Unfortunately there are still several fundamental issues to be addressed. The performance can be compromised due to the restricted hardware conditions of mobile devices. Comparing to PCs, mobile devices have weaker processors and smaller screen size. Most cell phones are
also suffered from power limitations when watching videos. Comparing to wired network, mobile phone network has averagely narrower bandwidth in terms of Internet data transferring. Therefore, simply launching a mirror of the original video sharing site and opening all sources to mobile users may not give satisfying services as expected. Mobile users may face difficulties to find a wanted video, or experience long buffering time and lagging performance when playing back. We believe that more efforts need to be made to overcome the above obstacles in mobile video sharing business.

2.3 Mobile Social Networking

Also, as the result of the tremendous fast growing of the mobile industry, mobile-specific social networks like airG, MocoSpace and Nokia’s Ovi have started attracting clients worldwide in recent two years. airG’s mobile community [1] has more than 20 million unique users worldwide and is interconnected to more than 100 mobile operators in over 40 countries. airG’s mobile community solutions are proven to increase customer affinity and brand recognition for leading mobile operators and media companies globally. MocoSpace is a social network specifically designed for use on a mobile device [13]. The features of the site are similar to other social networking sites including mobile chatting, instant messaging, photo and video sharing, as well as forums. MocoSpace is the largest mobile social network in the U.S. with over six million registered users and over one billion monthly page-views. Nokia’s Ovi is marketing as ”personal dashboard” where users can share photos with friends, buy music and access third-party services [15]. It has some significance in that Nokia is moving deeper into the world of Internet services. So far, Ovi has successfully pitched to European operators.

To catch up the trend, traditional Internet social network providers poured money into mobile services as well. Facebook Mobile [3], Yahoo! Mobile [23] and MySpace Mobile [14] are the most successful cases in this category. Early this year, Google launched a new service called 'Latitude' which allowed mobile users to see where friends were and what they were up to [6]. Taking advantages of their existing gigantic social networks, various web2.0 services and rich contents, they got double results with half efforts. Table 2.2 shows the top 10 popular mobile sites and top 10 PC web sites recorded in February 2009 [19]. We can find those names in both lists. According to IT Facts [19], Facebook even received more attractions from mobile users than PC users. Mobile users accessing Facebook spend an
average of 24 minutes per day on the site, similar to the 27.5 minutes spent by PC users, while mobile users averaged 3.3 visits per day versus 2.3 visits by PC users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Mobile sites</th>
<th>Top PC sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Operator Sites</td>
<td>Google Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Sites</td>
<td>Microsoft Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook.com</td>
<td>Yahoo! Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo! Sites</td>
<td>Facebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC Sites</td>
<td>EBay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Inc. Sites</td>
<td>BBC Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Sites</td>
<td>AOL (inc. Bebo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Online (inc. Sony Ericsson)</td>
<td>Amazon Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>Ask Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL (inc. Bebo)</td>
<td>Wikimedia Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Top 10 mobile sites and top 10 PC sites

Moreover, a bunch of new smart phone applications took off in recent years to fulfil the fast growing demands of social activities on mobile devices. Limbo (joined forces with Brightkite recently), Whrrl, Twitter, Loopt are the most popular social networking applications now [2]. Relatively, those services are designed for modern mobile devices with GPS, multimedia, and the ability to add third-party applications, such as iPhone (3G), Nokia N-series, etc.

These mobile social networking services emphasize the activities people tend to do on their phones, such as chatting, instant messaging, friends locating, and multimedia source sharing. Those features create groups for consumers, and a new profit center for carriers. eMarketer forecasts that over 800 million people worldwide will be participating in a social network via their mobile phones by 2012, up from 82 million in 2007 [2].

But on the other hand, these systems are more focused on mobile-based communications or simple user-based social networks. Most of them have very limited location-wise considerations when building the mobile social networks. For those who make great efforts on the utilities of positioning components of mobile devices, they are not designed specifically for video sharing. Our project, MoViShare, is targeting a seamless combination of location-based mobile social networking and mobile multimedia source sharing.
2.4 Multimedia Encoding/Decoding Standards

The video format we use is MPEG-4 which is a standard video format adopted by Nokia N-series cell phones and many other mobile devices such as PSP, iPhone, Nintendo DS, etc. The MP4 file format defines the storage of MPEG-4 audio, scenes and multimedia content using the ISO Base Media File Format. The device we used in our project, Nokia N96 cell phone, provides four different recording quality levels of MP4 video. They are "TV high", "TV normal", "Email high", and "Email normal", listed by the order of video quality, from high to low. Table 2.3 represents detail technical specs of each format. "TV high" has the best quality with 640 X 480 screen size, 29 fps frame rate, and averagely 4000kbps video bit-rate. On the other hand, "Email normal" format gives a much lower video quality with 320 X 240 resolution and only 15 fps frame rate, and the video bit-rate drops to around 400Kbps. Although "Email normal" setting yields the lowest performance in turn of video quality, it is still a preferred format in our project because of the following concerns.

- The video files generated in this setting is much smaller so that the uploading time will be much shorter;
- The screen size of mobile devices is normally less than 320 X 240, which means the video quality is acceptable under this resolution;
- The streaming performance is suffered from high bit-rate video sequences, thus lower bit-rate is preferred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Frame Rate</th>
<th>Video Bit-rate</th>
<th>Audio Bit-rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV High</td>
<td>640 X 480</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
<td>4000 Kbps</td>
<td>96 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV Normal</td>
<td>640 X 480</td>
<td>15 fps</td>
<td>1500 Kbps</td>
<td>96 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email High</td>
<td>320 X 240</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
<td>768 Kbps</td>
<td>48 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Normal</td>
<td>320 X 240</td>
<td>15 fps</td>
<td>384 Kbps</td>
<td>48 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Four media formats in Nokia N96 mobile phone

According to the international standard of coding of audio and visual objects, ISO/IEC 14496-12 (the part 12: ISO base media file format [9]), the data of information is stored in a nested box structure. Figure 2.1 shows an example of file structure of a video clip taken
by Nokia N96 cell phone. The Media Data Box ("mdat") holds the actual media data for
the presentation, while the Movie Box ("moov") and its sub-boxes define the metadata for
the video. In short video clips taken by Nokia cell phones, there are usually two Track
Boxes ("trak") inside the Movie Box; one contains video metadata and the other has audio
metadata. Other important boxes, that help the video abstracting operation in MoViShare,
include Time-To-Sample-Box ("stts"), Sample-To-Chunk Box ("stsc") and Chunk-Offset
Box ("stco"). Using such nested-box file structure, we manage to get key frames of a video
clip and convert them into images. We will describe the details of video abstraction process
in Section 4.2.

Figure 2.1: Structure of a video clip in Nokia N96 mp4 format
2.5 Video Abstraction Algorithms

Video abstraction is a technique to generate a short summary of the content of a longer video document. A video abstract is a sequence of still or moving images representing the content of a video in such a way that the target party is rapidly provided with concise information about the content while the essential message of the original video is well preserved [48]. Based on the way the salient images are extracted, the related techniques can be categorized into the following classes: sampling-based, shot-based, cluster-based, feature-based and others [42] [45].

Most of earlier work in video summarization chose to be sampling based, i.e., select key frames by randomly or uniformly sampling the video frames from the original sequence at certain time intervals. This is as well one of the most intuitive ways for video abstracting, however there is no guarantees for the qualities of the video abstracts generated by this method.

More sophisticated work tends to use the first frame of each shot as its key frames to be extracted and form the video abstraction. This solution is so called shot-based video summary. To define a shot is easy (i.e., a video segment within a continuous capture period), however, to locate the shots from a video remains to be a very difficult challenge. The algorithms in most of existing work tend to interpret the content by employing some low-level visual features such as color and motion.

The complexity of each shot is hardly reflected by one frame. Several cluster-based techniques have been proposed that select a proper number of key frames from a video. Authors of [56] use the color histogram of a frame as the feature and select the frame that is closest to the centroid of a cluster as a key frame; they also balance the cluster size by merging small size clusters into large ones. The solution proposed in [50] performs an iterative partitional-clustering procedure for key frame selection. Another algorithm [38] extracts multiple key-frames to represent a cluster based on the frame’s similarity to the centroid of the cluster and a pre-defined similarity threshold.

The feature-based key frame selection considers that the frames in a video sequence are characterized by one or multiple features. Each frame can be represented by one visually perceptual feature, such as color, motion, edge, shape and spatial relationship. If the difference between the current frame and the most recent key frame exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the current frame is selected as a key frame. The efforts on this category include
color-based selection in [54], the motion-based selection in [52] and the object-based selec-
tion in [41]. A video sequence can also be represented by a vector of multiple features [35]
[55]. And the entire feature vectors of the frames in a video sequence can form a curve in
the feature space. Key frames are selected based on the property of the curve such as sharp
corners or transformations.

Other key frame extraction work integrates some different technologies into their sum-
marization framework, such as wavelet transform, face and skin-color detection-based [36],
statistic-based [53], and time-constrained based [37] methods.

In order to keep it simple and give relatively intuitive visualization to users, we choose
to apply sample-based technique by simply extracting key frames of the video (i.e. the I-
frames) and merge them together as a gif image. It is a simple but also reasonable solution
because most of videos in such sharing systems are short and single-shot only. Therefore, it
is not necessary to apply shot-based, cluster-based or feature-based algorithms. We describe
the detail design in Section 4.2. Also in Section 7.2.2 we discuss the potential improvements
for video abstraction by using video-skimming techniques.
Chapter 3

Problem Statements

Through the discussions in the previous sections, we realized that although a large population of video sharing clients and that of advanced mobile devices are overlapping, unfortunately, most of the video sharing services are still restricted to traditional Internet users, even though more and more mobile devices are multimedia-ready. There are tremendous business opportunities and growing spaces in this area. So far, mobile operators have had a hard time offering inexpensive, easy-to-use and fast services that consumers can use to share images and videos captured by their camera phones. Two major problems regarding mobile video system can be identified as the following.

3.1 Mobility-Aware Social Network

The current existing mobile video sharing systems have not fully utilized the biggest advantage of the mobile devices - the mobility. A multimedia-ready cell phone can take pictures or capture videos anytime anywhere. So ideally clients expect to share their works with others anytime anywhere as well. And the whole service should be affordable, efficient and enjoyable. Instead of simply gathering video clips and streaming them to cell phones, a nice service provider should target on building and maintaining a mobility aware social network among massive end users by effectively utilizing the location information. As such, clients can instantly retrieve nearby photos and videos, make new friends during trips, and share live experiences with old friends. This kind of services is still lack at present.
3.2 Bandwidth and Energy Limitation

Another problem is that the cell phones have limited battery power and restricted network bandwidth. These problems must be addressed because they will affect the overall usability of the whole system. To search for a video, no one is willing to spend a lot of time on waiting for loading a page with searching results. And among the list of results, user should be able to easily find the wanted ones or at least filter out most of the unwanted videos quickly. It is not reasonable to ask user to watch all the candidates in order to find the right one, because it is quite time and energy consuming to streaming a video clip by cell phone. Therefore we come up with the solution of giving video abstraction of the available video clips. So that users can browse quickly and have a look at the abstraction first, then they can decide whether to watch the whole video or not. The details about the solutions MoViShare gives will be discussed in the following section.
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Proposed Solutions

The problems in existing mobile video sharing systems became our motivations of building MoViShare system. In MoViShare, we proposed the following solutions towards the issues stated in Chapter 3.

4.1 Location-Aware Social Networking

Facing the challenge of mobility issue discussed in Section 3.1, MoViShare will create and maintain location-aware social networks among the clients. It will explore users’ mobility by effectively utilizing the location information. Specifically, MoViShare will enable context-sensitive location-aware video browsing and sharing. User can hunt for videos based on their current positions or expected locations. Enhanced social networking features can also be applied easily based on the prototype we built, such as locating a friend, communicating with strangers in same event or party, sharing visualized location info to others, etc. This kind of service is unique in mobile industry, and will conveniently facilitate clients to interact with their environment.

However, the way to obtain users’ location information is not as obvious as we imagine. We need to consider the cases where the GPS data on cell phones are not available or not feasible. For example, in many indoor zones the GPS devices will be masked; and sometimes user takes shots in one place and uploads them in another place. In MoViShare, the media’s location information is always submitted to the server when the content is uploaded. In the stage of this prototype, we will try to get the location information by three ways in the order of priority. If GPS information was recorded when taking the shot, then this is definitely the
first choice because it is the most accurate data representing the video’s location. However, currently most of the video formats do not contain location data, then we will try to retrieve them from cell phone’s GPS device when user is uploading the video. In worst cases, the GPS device is down when user uploads the content, then we have to use the location data retrieved at the last time user enters the system. Indeed, there may be significant position difference when we use the latter two alternatives to collect location data. How to address this problem remains to be an open issue at the next stage of development.

4.2 Video Abstraction

To address the issue of bandwidth and energy limitation, MoViShare adopts an important feature, video abstraction. Every video clip will be abstracted to a small GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) file, which contains only a few key frames and can be displayed on normal web pages. The length of abstraction files are normally only 1% to 5% of original video clips. Therefore, fast browsing and searching features on mobile devices can be activated. And since the abstractions consist of key frames from the original videos, they are decently representative in most of the cases.

By seeing the abstraction image, user can immediately get a global impression of that video. For example, the following questions can be answered after the first glance: what type of story was it (music, sports or nature scene)? Where was it taken (indoor, beach or a snow mountain)? Who was the protagonist of the story (a baby, a dog or a famous movie star)? Figure 4.1 displays a sample video abstraction by listing the key frames extracted from the source video clip. We can easily figure out that this video clip is talking about some highlights of a soccer game. With additional information provided by the system, such as the length, age, view times, rating and comments, user can make a much more persuasive decision of whether to watch the whole video. And further more, the video abstractions can be used by the notification system to promote video clips to selected user groups via emails or short messages.

Knowing the benefits of video abstractions, people may ask a practical question, that is, how to define key frames of a video clip and how to retrieve them. As we discussed in Section 2.5, there are existing researches and sophisticated proposals on this problem in recent years. Among bunches of video summary techniques, we choose to apply sample-based technique by simply extracting key frames of the video (i.e. the I-frames) and merge them together.
Figure 4.1: An example of video abstraction
as a .gif image. The reasons are as the following. First, we want to keep the process to be simple and fast when running on the server side. Since we adopt the centralizing mode for running the video abstraction task (see next paragraph for detail discussions), we want to avoid the congestions caused by massive uploaded videos during peak times. So a quick running algorithm is preferred in this case. Secondly, it is a simple but also reasonable solution because most of videos in such sharing systems are short and with single shot only. It is not necessary to apply shot-based, cluster-based or feature-based algorithms that cost much more processing time and development efforts while only work better for longer videos. However, we have to realize that this is not a perfect solution because the representative can be compromised in some cases, i.e., the abstraction generated by this way may not nicely represent the real story. In Section 7.2.2, we will discuss another option for video abstraction by using video-skimming techniques.

There are two optional running modes regarding the video abstraction process, at the phone and at the server. The task can be done by mobile devices themselves before uploading the videos. In such way there are no extra server workloads required. And it allows users to flexibly control the ways to manipulate or utilize the video summaries. Users may select from different parameters for different videos to generate best results. After the summary is created, there will be a copy stored on the device. So users can apply further utilities such as short messaging, emailing, or self reviewing. However, there are still some problems we cannot afford to overlook in implementing this mode. First of all, mobile devices are greatly various nowadays in turns of both hardware configurations (i.e., processor, memory, storage, and screen size, etc.) and software deployments (i.e., operating system, development kit, and supported video format, etc.). It is almost impossible to implement a universal application which works for all modern mobile devices. And further more, cell phones usually have no processors powerful enough to run even the simplest video abstraction algorithms. Due to the above reasons, we choose to implement a centralized service for making video summaries. Such service is running at the back-end on our server all the time. At the time a new video is uploaded, the process is triggered to extract salient images from the source. Servers, as known as high-end computers, have the ability to execute complex algorithms for abstracting videos. Thus the workload on mobile devices is minimized. However the flexibility of making and using abstracts on client side will be sacrificed. And we will face another issue regarding the scalability.

When server is busy for handling large amount of requests or long videos, there will
be a delay between video upload time and abstract available time. How to minimize such delay becomes an interesting problem to solve. On one hand, we can upgrade the hardware, e.g., apply multiple processors and more memories, and configure the server to assure the video abstracting service always has sufficient system supports. On the other hand, we can implement a scheduling scheme to apply more flexible queuing algorithms than First-Come-First-Serve behavior. For example, the videos with more streaming or viewing requests should have higher priority to be abstracted. By such way the most urgent cases can be served in first time.
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Design Architecture

5.1 Project Proposal

The ultimate goal of MoViShare system is to provide a universal video sharing platform that accommodates mobile accesses. As the first stage of the whole system, we target a basic prototype system demonstrating the MoViShare fundamental concepts and ideas based on Nokia’s hardware and software development environments. Via Wi-Fi access available in most new Nokia mobile device models, the prototype allows users to build connections with other mobile users and share videos. Basic functions of location-aware sharing and video abstracting will be demonstrated as well.

5.2 User Scenarios

First scenario we have addressed is the mobility. Using Nokia’s multimedia-enabled mobile devices, users can capture video clips anytime and anywhere. Then via the MoViShare prototype, they upload the media files to the system to share to other users. At the mean time, working with the GPS hardware integrated in cell phone, users’ location information (e.g., latitude and longitude value) will be uploaded as well. Therefore, location-aware social network can be built with individual’s presence, location and contextual information. Via location-wise social network, people can see where other users are, how far are they away from, or even a visualized location information by pictures or videos. In addition, they can get other contextual information such as what are other users’ interests. Thus, they can further reveal nearby friends, places of interests, and potential friends with similar tastes.
Secondly, MoViShare users may discover and then enjoy a new type of social networking experience, i.e. the real-time social activities via cell phone. In traditional social networking, time is an un-honoured matter. For example, user A writes some comments on B’s page to ask about a place B has been to or a movie B has watched, but B might not be able to reply to A instantly. Even if A is quite eager to know the answer, it is not expectable to get instant response via traditional web2.0 tools. By contraries, a location based mobile social network will let users communicate with others simultaneously during some events. For instance, users can invite somebody for a drink or a party, or chat up with someone in a bar or an event, while in a traditional way they might be shy or unconfident to talk to others.

5.3 Modules

In view of the scenarios about mobility, location-based video sharing and social networking, we outline the major modules of the full-fledged MoViShare. In the timeframe of this proposed project, we will identify the key design issues of MoViShare, and implement a preliminary workable prototype.

There will be three major modules for the whole MoViShare System.

5.3.1 User Interface and Social Network Module

This module will serve as a transparent middleware to intercept the requests, translate them, and then redirect users to the video sharing sites, with streaming being realized by a dedicated module to be described later. This module also plays an important role in creating and maintaining the mobile social network among the users and their friends. We will carry out an in depth study on the structure of the mobile social networks as well as their impacts and potentials toward video sharing services.

5.3.2 Location Management Module

The location management module keeps track of the client location (through GPS or Wi-Fi access point’s information), and works together with video sharing sites to provide context-and location-aware video content. The most distinct feature (and flexibility) of mobile users, as compared to regular fixed-location Internet users, is that they can move over time.
The location management module can redirect a client to a site dedicated for the current location, or, with support from the video site, provide a list of related video clips sorted by a location-aware score. More importantly, it will work together with the social network module to promote location-aware medias to selected groups of users.

### 5.3.3 Video Abstraction and Streaming Module

The streaming module bridges mobile users and remote sites for high-quality real-time video delivery. While streaming has been realized in current mobile platforms, MoViShare will distinguish itself from existing solutions by exploring video popularity and correlations derived from social networks. Our experience with YouTube videos has shown that there are strong clustering behaviors among videos and users, thanks to social networks [33]. This offers great potentials for effective caching and pre-fetching of videos of interest, which will be explored in later stages (see Section 7.2.3).

In addition, there should be a module to abstract the video clips, i.e., to generate the abstraction from large video files for users to glimpse. Therefore, users might be able to get a clear idea about the main idea of the video within first sight. The details about this module have been presented in Section 4.2.

### 5.4 System Architecture

#### 5.4.1 Design and Dataflow

Figure 5.1 displays the video uploading dataflow. All videos are uploaded with associated Meta data such as owners’ identifications, video titles, keywords, creating time, and most importantly, location information. All Meta information is saved in database for effective searching and management, while the physical media files are stored in a file server for fast streaming purpose.

Figure 5.2 shows the dataflow of retrieving video. User submits a request to WAP server. The system will perform a query through database to retrieve the target Meta information that includes the physical location of the video file in the file server. Then the Meta data is sent back via WAP service while the content of video is played back through streaming service.
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Figure 5.1: MoViShare video uploading data flow

Figure 5.2: MoViShare video retrieving data flow
5.4.2 Components

MoViShare system consists of two fundamental components, Server and Client. Figure 5.3 shows this client-server structure in MoViShare system, as well as the major services and functions in each component.

MoViShare Server

MoViShare Servers provide WAP (Wireless Application Protocol), database and file services for the whole system.

A WAP site enables access to the Mobile Web from a mobile phone or PDA [21]. MoViShare WAP site will provide services like video searching and retrieving, message notification, membership registration, security setting, etc. Since WAP specification defines a powerful and functional user interface model that is appropriate for hand-held devices [20],
when enjoying these services, users will have very similar experiences as they are using PC web browsers. Users navigate with up and down scroll keys instead of a mouse. Soft keys allow the user to perform specific operations appropriate to the application context. Users can use a traditional 12-key phone keypad to enter alphabet and numeric characters, as well as a full set of standard symbols. Navigation functions such as Back, Home, and Bookmark are also provided. The micro-browser allows devices with larger screens to automatically display more content. These design standards provide familiar functionality for those accustomed with the Web. They also offer user interfaces that are easy to learn and highly discoverable for first time users.

Besides friendly user interface, WAP specification can address some other important design objectives of the MoViShare system. First, WAP Gateway leverages standard web proxy technology to connect the wireless domains, and decreases the response time to the mobile device by aggregating data and caching frequently requested video contents (see Section 7.2.3). In addition, the protocol stack defined in WAP optimizes standard Web protocols for use under the low bandwidth, high latency conditions often found in wireless networks. Take HTTP for an instance, a number of enhancements to the session, transaction, security and transport layers provide HTTP functionality better suited to the wireless network environment. And last but not least, the WAP specification ensures that a secure protocol is available when in some cases clients require more privacy protections when using MoViShare.

A database is set up to store both users’ profiles and videos’ Meta data. To build location aware social networks, we must maintain not only the individuals’ data like membership info, profiles, relationships, preferences, security settings, etc, but the location-wise media information as well, such as where and when the video was taken, how long it was and what kind of content it was about. Theoretically any mature relational database systems on the market can be a qualified candidate for MoViShare. In this prototype of MoViShare, we choose Microsoft Access to be the database system due to its simplicity and flexibility of transferring.

However in real-live video sharing systems, a more comprehensive database product should be inducted. We suggest when choosing a proper database product from the market, the following features need to be considered in first place. First of all, the performance will be the major concern in database with massive amount of data. And in MoViShare many database query requests involve the computations of location coordinators. That will be an
extra burden for the database server. The database products with multi-threading feature
and SQL preprocessor can be more helpful in this issue. Secondly, we need to take the
scalability and availability into account. The potential users of MoViShare will scatter all
over the country, the continent, or the world, and there are usually small amount of videos
that attract large portion of views. A recent analyzing shows that 10% of the top popular
videos in YouTube account for nearly 80% of views, while the rest 90% of the videos account
for very few requests [31]. Therefore, we prefer the database to have high availability for
most popular videos, i.e., to maintain the availability of applications so that the perceived
downtime for users can be minimized. And moreover, the security and safeness of the
database should never be overlooked. The candidate database system must have a powerful
security schema and a reliable backup/recover system.

All the media files can be stored and managed by a separate server or a stand-alone
service. For the sake of simplicity, we use only one server to provide WAP, database and
file services in this prototype. However, in real system, a dedicated file server or a server
group is highly recommended. Video sharing servers are definitely one of the most heavy-
loaded server groups over the Internet. Therefore, sophisticate storage management is quite
demanding. The candidate techniques include load-balancing [11], failover-recovering [4],
RAID [16], etc. These techniques are usually working together to retrieve maximum gain.
Load-balancing is often used to implement failover - the capability to switch over auto-
matically to a redundant or standby component upon the failure. When one component
becomes unavailable, the load balancer is informed and no longer sends traffic to it. When
a component comes back on line, the load balancer begins to route traffic to it again. In a
RAID disk controller, using RAID1 (mirroring) is analogous to the "live/backup" approach
to failover, where RAID5 analogous to load balancing failover.

MoViShare Client

MoViShare Client component integrates a series of functions for the end users to provide
an intuitive application on mobile devices.

The membership-related functions offer full set of membership services including signing
in, signing up, subscribing, personal profile managing, location information updating, pref-
erence choosing, and security setting, etc. Unlike the traditional membership registration
in Internet, the process in mobile environment should be and can be much more simplified.
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Noticing that the input systems on most mobile devices are not as convenient as PCs’ keyboards and mice, no one is willing to experience a tedious, multi-paged registration process on cell phone. To address this concern, MoViShare uses the cell phone number as the default identification field and makes the whole process neat and simple. Unless user volunteers to provide more personal information, he/she can sign up to MoViShare by simply submitting their cell phone number to the system. Similarly, user can log in MoViShare by pressing on an icon to load the client application, which will automatically retrieve the cell phone number and submit to the server, and afterwards user can upload or watch videos. For sure, users always have the option to choose a password or a different identification to make the process more secure if they feel necessary.

Bunches of important functions are related to the videos processing procedure in MoViShare system. This procedure involves straightforward operations such as video capturing, video sharing (i.e. uploading), video searching and playing back. In addition, it also includes some assistant functions for notification system and rating/voting/commenting system. After taking a shot by cell phone, user can easily upload the video to MoViShare system, and send notification short messages to specific groups of other users, such as friends, nearby active users, content subscribers, or random users. The multimedia message will include the video’s title, description, location info, and most importantly, the abstraction (see Section 4.2). Being notified, users can sneak peek the video by its abstraction, then decide whether to play back the entire video or not. They can also rate, vote or comment on this video afterwards.

5.5 Application Interface

5.5.1 Client Side Main Interface

The main interface after launching MoViShare in mobile devices is showed in Figure 5.4. This is the first interface users will see when entering the MoViShare system by their cell phone. Two big icons lead users to two main functions in this prototype, ”upload videos” (blue icon) and ”search videos” (red icon). Note there are some hidden fields with default values appear in the bottom part of the screen. They are important for building location-aware social networks and are transparent to clients in real-live system. The latitude and the longitude values are retrieved from the built-in GPS device of the cell phone. The username (or userid) is the major identification for each individual and is associated to each mobile
device automatically. The location information and the client identification will be passed to server as soon as the user enters MoViShare system.

5.5.2 Uploading Video Interface

The video uploading interface is showed in Figure 5.5. The media-uploading interface is quite straight forward and friendly to users. After selecting a media file which is stored in the device, user can input description, keywords and regional information, and then press "Upload Media" button. During this step, the media’s location information will be uploaded as well. We will get the location information by three alternatives in the following order of priority. First, if the GPS information was recorded when taking the shot, then this is definitely the most accurate data representing the video’s location. In such case, system will extract the location information from the media file and store into database. However currently most of the video formats do not contain location data, then we will retrieve them from cell phone’s GPS device when user is uploading the video and submit them together to the server. In worst cases, the GPS device is not available at that time either, and then we have to use the location data retrieved at the last time user enters the system.

5.5.3 Video Browsing Interface

The video clips listing page is showed in Figure 5.6. On the video clips listing page, we list current available videos by the order of the distance to the mobile device by default. The closest videos are showed in first place. User can see the abstracted GIF file and other text context such as title, timestamp, view times, and how far the video’s location is. User can further click the GIF file to start watching the video. Other browsing options include listing videos by the popularity, showing friends’ latest videos, and reviewing all self-uploaded videos.

5.5.4 Location-Wise Video Display

As showed in Figure 5.7, videos can also be displayed directly on a map. This is a much more intuitive way to show the videos. On a Google map, the small red icons indicate the exact locations of the videos. When clicking the icon, user will see the video abstract and introduction in a pop-up box. User can further click the ‘watch this’ link to start streaming the video.
Figure 5.4: MoViShare client side main interface
Figure 5.5: MoViShare interface of uploading video
Figure 5.6: MoViShare video browsing interface
Figure 5.7: MoViShare location-wise video display interface
5.5.5 Video Searching Interface

Clients can search videos in different ways, as showed in Figure 5.8. MoViShare provides advanced search options for users to locate an expected video source quickly and accurately. Figure 5.8 shows that clients can look for medias by keyword, postal code, or regional information. The searching functions can always be extended based on the prototype we built.
Figure 5.8: MoViShare interface of video search
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Implementation Details

Our MoViShare prototype was built on the N96 smartphone with the Nokia Symbian S60 development platform. The entire period of building MoViShare prototype was close to 4 months, including planning, designing, environment setting, coding and testing. I served as the principle developer for the system architecture and the database structure design. I was also responsible for the installation and configuration of the WAP site, the Database server, and the streaming server. Further more, I developed all web pages for video sharing and retrieving functions, as well as the whole video abstraction service running on the server.

In this section, I will discuss some key technical challenges and solutions for the implementation.

6.1 Programming Modules and Tools

Mobile video sharing system is a very complex system because it involves various IT technologies. During the period of developing this prototype, we have experienced different operating systems, development tools, and coding languages. There are three major programming modules within the MoViShare prototype, Client side application, WAP Site, and video abstraction service. The cell phone we use in this project is Nokia N96 whose operating system is Symbian OS 9.3. For the client side application, we use Symbian S60 3rd edition as the software platform [18]. The main function of client side application is to provide user an entrance to MoViShare system. After the application is launched on user’s cell phone, it will automatically connect to the server and pass user’s identity and location information to the database. Then user can enjoy movie sharing and other social networking
services. We code the client application by using the S60 Web Runtime technique [17]. Web Runtime (WRT) extends the Web Browser for S60 to enable widgets and offers an optimized web experience that a user can access with a single click. And on the server side, we adopt Microsoft .Net2.0 as the framework. The development tool is Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Web Developer. The WAP site pages offer video uploading, searching and other functions to end users. The database system we choose is Microsoft Access 2003 (Section 5.4.2.1). We also integrate other web developing technologies such as Javascript, Google Map API to make the interface more friendly and intuitive; we will discuss in more detail in Section 6.3.1. Also on the server side, we use Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 to develop a windows application for the video abstraction service. In turns of programming language, most of the code is programmed by c#, while a small portion is written in c++ language. We will introduce more techniques and concerns regarding video abstraction module in Section 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 6.4.3. Beside the above programming modules, at the server side we also installed and configured Helix server from RealNetworks Inc. to provide video streaming service.

6.2 Database Structure

The database in current prototype consists of four tables. 'Users' table is storing every user’s profile, preference, location and security information. 'Friends' table draws a map of relationships among different users. 'Postalcode' table saves all zip codes and postal codes in North America and their geographical positions. And the most important table, 'Medias', keeps every video’s meta information. Table 6.1 shows the structure and several sample tuples of 'Medias' table where we can retrieve the video’s title, description, keywords, physical file location, owner, feedbacks, and most importantly, the location information (longitude and latitude).

6.3 Challenges and Solutions

During the development of MoViShare project, we had faced couple practical issues that well challenged our knowledge and skills. We listed three representative problems when developing the functions of web searching and video abstraction. We managed to solve them efficiently by studying many related works and making considerable attempts and
### Table 6.1: The structure and sample tuples of 'Medias' table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media ID</th>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>File Path</th>
<th>Time generated</th>
<th>Time uploaded</th>
<th>View Number</th>
<th>Download Number</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SFU Clan vs. Seattle U.</td>
<td>SFU Clan vs. Seattle University Redhawks - 2008 Game Recap</td>
<td>SFU; Soccer; Clan</td>
<td>sfu1_soccer.rmvb</td>
<td>9/27/2008</td>
<td>9/27/2008</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49.278333</td>
<td>-122.921944</td>
<td>Burnaby, BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Why UBC? Steamclock</td>
<td>Video I made for an international student competition at UBC on why we chose UBC</td>
<td>UBC; Intro</td>
<td>ubc1_intro.rmvb</td>
<td>12/24/2007</td>
<td>12/25/2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49.266667</td>
<td>-123.247222</td>
<td>Vancouver, BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vancouver Gastown Steamclock</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vancouver; Steamclock</td>
<td>van4_gastown.rmvb</td>
<td>1/5/2008</td>
<td>1/6/2008</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49.284444</td>
<td>-123.109444</td>
<td>Vancouver, BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sfu1_soccer.gif</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tests. At the meantime we improved our skills of programming and problem analyzing, and gained priceless experiences of various technologies.

6.3.1 Display Videos More Intuitively

In MoViShare, in order to emphasize the location feature of videos, we decided to display videos directly on a map with small icons to indicate their exact positions (see Figure 5.7). It is a challenge to dynamically draw icons on a map based on users’ search results. We found a common tool, Google Map API [7], to implement this feature. The Google Maps API allows user to embed Google Maps in web pages with JavaScript. The API provides a number of utilities for manipulating maps and adding content to the map through a variety of services. We made efforts to apply this API into .net2.0 web pages, and to adjust the output to be fit in cell phone browsers. However, one remaining practical issue regarding this feature is how to draw multiple videos in same location? We will discuss it in Section 6.4.1.

6.3.2 Extracting Key Frames

In Section 2.4 we discussed the nested box structure of MPEG-4 video files. Theoretically we can extract any frames from the video file based on the defined structure. We can simply build different objects for all types of boxes, and then read data from file into these objects. However it is quite expensive to create, maintain and operate on such a nested box structure in memory. And it is definitely not scalable for long videos or more videos. We notice in video abstraction service, our purpose is not to decode whole video sequences; all we need is to extract several key frames. Therefore our code is simplified to only work on necessary boxes and only extract enough key frames. The Sample Table Box ("stbl") contains all the time and data indexing of the media samples (frames) in a track (see Figure 2.1). One of its child boxes, the Sync Sample Box ("stss"), provides the set of the sequence numbers of all the random access points (i.e. I-Frames) within the stream. After getting the sequence numbers of I-Frames, we can retrieve their physical positions in the stream from the Chunk Offset Box ("stco") and their sizes from the Sample Size Box ("stsz"). Therefore we can extract the key frames from the file by dealing with these three boxes only; in such way the consumed memory and the processing time are both minimized.
6.3.3 Decoding, Converting and Creating

In video abstraction process, there are still some tedious works to do after extracting key frames from video sequences. The frames extracted from the video file are encoded by MPEG-4 standard. We need to decode each frame and convert to normal image file format such as BMP. And then we can generate GIF file based on these BMP files. These processes involve complex algorithms and massive coding efforts. Fortunately they are also common tasks and there are many open source code and public free software that solve them well. We found proper existing solutions for these tasks and integrated them in MoViShare. We used the code developed by Andrea Graziani in project Mayo [12] for decoding the MP4 frames to YUV format stream. In same project we found a function called 'YUV2BMP' that could convert YUV stream to BMP file. Since the code was written in c++, we made necessary efforts to convert them to c#. For generating GIF file, we found a free software called ImageMagick [8] which did a fantastic job on creating, editing, and composing bitmap images. By simply calling ImageMagick commands in c#, we can get expected GIF file composed by the BMP files.

6.4 Outstanding Issues

Due to time constraint and resource limitations, there are still some technical issues remaining outstanding in this prototype. The major flaws can be found in video searching function and video abstraction process. Fixing these defections will be the serious task in next stage of development.

6.4.1 Display Multiple Videos at Same Position

We need to design a more intuitive interface to display more than one videos in same position. In the map that shows videos’ exact locations, if two or more videos happen to be taken in exactly same position, they will be overlapping each other in current design. Thus user can only see one video’s information when clicking on the icon (see Figure 5.7). We need to figure out a proper solution to handle this issue. One option is to display all videos in slide-show manner, i.e. show first video when the icon is clicked, then show next video after 2-3 seconds, and so on. This may not satisfy impatient users because it forces user to wait several seconds for the expected video. It also requires users to make decision
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in a short time because if they miss the video, they have to wait for a round for its coming back. Another option is to pile up all videos in a large box so user can see everything immediately. It solves the problems of the slide-show manner; however it is not scalable because the cell phone screen is not large enough to display many videos together. A hybrid way that combines slide-show and pile-up manners may be a good solution, i.e. in each slide we display 2-3 videos together in a larger box whose size is still good to show in cell phone screen, and after 2-3 seconds we show the next slide. We may also add in other features for quickly locating any videos, such as allowing user to jump among slides by clicking the slide number, or to select video directly from a dropdown list of all video titles.

6.4.2 Different Video Formats

So far our video abstraction service can only deal with one video format, MPEG-4. Although it is a popular video format that can be played back by many mobile devices such as Nokia N-series, PSP, iPhone, and Nintendo DS, it is not the default video file format when taking shots by all other cell phones than Nokia. For example, iPhone 3GS is using MOV format when shooting videos, and Motorola is using 3GP format in some models. It is necessary to enhance the current video abstraction service to support other popular video formats such as MOV, 3GP, RM, AVI, etc. Discussed in Section 6.3.2, the design principle of the video abstraction process is to extract key frames rather than to decode whole video sequences. Thus when we extend the code to handle other video formats, we must follow the principle as well to minimize the cost of memory and processing time.

6.4.3 Video Abstraction Delay

In Section 4.2 we mention the scalability issue, i.e., when server is busy for handling large amount of requests or long videos, there will be a delay between video upload time and abstract available time. We also list possible methods to minimize this delay. But the first thing we need to do is to see whether the current code for video abstracting can be improved. The whole service is programmed by c#, and we adopt some existing open source code written in c++ for decoding frames, and integrate a public software for generating GIF file. This remains a deficient design since it creates more delay when jumping among different running environments. The proper way is to implement own c# code for MP4 decoding and GIF making functions so that the whole process keeps in same running environment
and optimizations can be applied when compiling the code. However it requires much more time and efforts for digging deeply into the MP4, GIF standards and studying existing code samples. So this yields to be a task in next stage of development.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Works

7.1 Conclusions

The ultimate goal of MoViShare project is to build a universal video sharing platform that accommodates mobile accesses. We have represented the massive growth in both Web2.0 and mobile industry with extreme rapidity in recent years. We also showed the vacancy in mobile multimedia source sharing area. Two major problems regarding mobile video system are identified. Firstly, the biggest advantage of the mobile devices, the mobility, has not been fully utilized. And second, the cell phones have limited battery power and restricted network bandwidth. To address the first problem, MoViShare effectively utilizes the location information and enables context-sensitive location-aware video browsing and sharing. So that location-aware social networks can be built by our system to benefit mobile users. MoViShare also adopts video abstraction technique to summarize each video into a tiny animation GIF image file which consists of key frames from the source video clip. This enables fast browsing and searching feature in mobile devices and thus saves energy and bandwidth. MoViShare prototype applies client/server architecture with three major built-in modules, named social network, location management and streaming module. We have demonstrated the detail design aspects, data flow charts and user interfaces of the system.

7.2 Future Works

The mobile social networks are becoming the industry trend and attracting tons of both marketing revenues and technique innovation efforts. A mature mobile video sharing system
is a very complex system integrated with various technologies such as multimedia representing, network modeling, video streaming, and social networking, etc. We can only make some basic attempts in this prototype. Many areas of our work can still be improved upon. We discuss below possible future works and the difficulties in solving them.

7.2.1 New Search and Social Features

First, we will enhance the system by appending bunches of new search and social features on the next stage. As we are on the first stage of the whole system, we build a basic prototype that allows users to connect with other mobile users and share videos. The location-aware searching and social networking functions are still moderate at this time. We will improve them by making the following efforts.

Searching function is extremely important for clients when using services that connect to massive amount of online resources. It is even more critical in systems like MoViShare because users are being a mobile environment and using mobile devices when doing searches. We will improve the MoViShare searching tool by adding more options and simplifying the process. Although location is the key searching criteria in MoViShare, feedbacks from social networks are determinative in many cases. So we will offer more searching options such as lists of top rating videos, most recommended videos, and videos with most positive comments. And clients can always use these options combined with locality during the video searching. Due to the restricted input capabilities in mobile devices, we will simplify or avoid keyword input to the utmost degree by offering various alternative means as the following.

- User can choose from the list of most frequently used keywords in this area;
- User can choose from the list of pre-selected location related keywords;
- User can walk through an established taxonomy structure;
- User can get auto-completing service when typing the first several characters of the keyword;
- User can always see and select from the keywords he/she used before.

On next stage, we also consider to consummate the membership/friendship system in MoViShare. Social networking is the soul concept of MoViShare. Functions that help to
build a favored and effective social network are never adequate. In future MoViShare system, user can label his/her friends by multiple tags, so people with same tags among each other can form groups. Every active user will be labeled by the current location information as soon as he/she logs into the system, so people in same location can form a special group automatically. We will also enhance the notification system so that fresh videos can be notified quickly within groups and/or among groups. In addition to commenting and voting systems that most video sharing sites already have, we will develop the new recommending system which allows user to advertise his/her favorite videos to different types of groups. As we mentioned before, combined with the location data, videos with most recommendations, votes or positive comments will appear most frequently on users’ screens. Moreover, based on video sharing service, we will develop more real-time social networking tools such as chatting, poking, twittering, etc. In short, MoViShare will provide users anytime anywhere social experiences via cell phones.

7.2.2 Video Skimming Instead of Video Summary

Video skimming is another research direction in video abstraction which is focusing on the moving-image abstract. This type of abstract is also known as moving storyboard, or multimedia summary. As opposed to the method we used, i.e., to collect key frames (still images) from the source video, the skimmed file consists of a collection of image sequences, as well as the corresponding audio abstract extracted from the original sequence and is thus itself a video clip but of considerably shorter length.

In mobile video system, there are also advantages using video skimming. Compared to a still-image abstract, it makes much more sense to use the original audio information since sometimes the audio track contains important information such as those in training courses, touring guidance, or visible voice messages. Besides, the possibly higher computational effort during the abstracting process pays off during the playback time: it’s usually more natural and more interesting for users to watch a trailer than watching a slide show, and in many cases, the motion is also information-bearing [42].

There are quite a few efforts on video skimming in recent years, however, not all the proposed solutions fit in MoViShare. Some straightforward approaches would be to compress the original video by speeding up the playback, such as what Microsoft Research [46] and IBM [30] did. These techniques are barely suitable for MoViShare because the maximum time compression ratio is only 1.5-2.5 depending on the speech speed [40], beyond which the
speech becomes incomprehensible. Some algorithms depend heavily on the text information in the video such as closed captioning, manual transcript, etc., such as [34] [51]. Obviously they cannot be applied by MoViShare since most user generated contents don’t have any text information. Solutions like [44] totally ignore the accompanying audio track and thus have no significant advantages over the current method of still-images abstraction.

Among the existing video skimming techniques, the cluster-validity approach proposed by [39] may be a qualified candidate. All video frames are grouped into n clusters, while the optimal value of n is determined by a cluster-validity analysis. One representative keyframe is then chosen from each of these clusters and finally, the skimming is generated by concatenating all video shots which contain at least one keyframe. This approach exhibits a nice performance on specific events with a well-defined and reasonably structured content. However further modifications and enhancements are mandatory before it can be plugged into MoViShare system.

7.2.3 Proxy Caching

Scalability is one major issue before MoViShare can be widely promoted to the public. MoViShare not only provides the video clips taken by mobile devices of registered users, it offers a bridge to traditional video sharing resources such as YouTube. Scalability is one of the biggest challenges that the existing video sharing providers currently face, and this problem gets even worse in mobile environment due to the hardware and bandwidth restrictions. Caching frequently used data at proxy servers close to clients will be an effective way to save backbone bandwidth and prevent users from excessive access delays. The WAP specifications we discussed in Section 5.4.2.1 guarantee the feasibility of proxy caching in MoViShare.

Numbers of algorithms have been developed for caching web objects or streaming videos [43]. Different from traditional web video sharing, two unique characteristics of mobile video source have to be addressed when we design the proxy caching schema. First of all, the size of video files is usually small and the length is short. Secondly, the locality may be the deciding factor to persuade people to watch instead of popularity, i.e., users prefer to watch videos uploaded by others in same or close location, while in traditional sites the videos with most views always attract more eyes. Considering these factors, full-object caching for web or segment caching for streaming video are not practical solutions for MoViShare, whereas prefix caching [49] is probably the best choice, i.e., for each video, the proxy will
cache a five second initial clip (about 200 KB) of the video. The cache efficiency can be further improved by exploring the importance of locality characteristic. A proxy server should cache the videos closest to the region it serves with first priority.

7.2.4 Understanding Mobile Social Networks

MoViShare is also a potential practical platform to learn the characteristics of mobile social networks. Understanding the nature and the impact of social networks is crucial to network traffic engineering and to sustainable development of such services. There has been a significant research effort into studying the characteristics of traditional Internet media sharing services and social networks [32]. However, the differences of scale, dynamics, and user behaviors in mobile environment make traditional predictions unsuitable. Studies on mobile video sharing social network are still moderate due to the lack of a universal mobile video sharing platform, which is also the goal MoViShare is designed for. Although the prototype we made is still far to be live, we successfully illustrated the fundamental concepts and architectures that make MoViShare a potential promising solution in near future. We will develop an integrated data collecting schemes so that once MoViShare is going live and attracting clients, useful data can be collected in first place. The following data is of the most interest to us: videos' meta data (length, time, location, etc.), users' anonymous profile information, users' interests and behaviors. However we must assure that users' privacy would not be compromised during the process. Obtaining these important data, further analysis and researches can be applied to learn the characteristics of mobile social networks.
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